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What is done  
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Low mass region 

Higgs -> ZZ -> 4l analysis @ 7 & 8 TeV   

Reducible background estimation  

Muon efficiencies (tag and probe technique) 

P- Value of discovery and Exclusion Limits 

High mass region (Singlet Model) 

    The purpose to produce statistical analysis like producing 

Exclusion Limit Plots & Significance of excess (P-value 

Test)for high mass higgs boson search  (Still in progress..) 

 

 



Analysis at 14 TeV 
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 We Started a phenomenology study on H-> ZZ* ->4 µ at  

√s = 14 considering integrated luminosity of 300 fb-1 of pp 

collisions (Run II). 

 MadGraph was used of event generation and Delphes is used for 

detector response simulation. 

 The analysis strategy to pick two pairs opposite-charge muons, 

compatible with  a ZZ* system, appearing as a narrow 

resonance on top of a smooth background. 

 

 



SM Higgs production @ LHC  
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Processes 

Gluon-Gluon fusion 

Vector Boson Fusion 

W/Z Associated production 

Top associated production  



H->ZZ*->4µ  
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Methodology 

Signal samples 

The Higgs boson samples produced in either gluon fusion 

(ggH) or vector-boson fusion (VBF) or associated 

production with W/Z bosons processes are generated with 

MadGraph  generator at NLO accuracy at MH =126 GeV. 

  PYTHIA  generator was used to simulate showering, 

hadronization and jet fragmentation.  

The detector response is also simulated with DELPHES 
fast simulator , CMS upgrade I , No pileup senario.  
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Higgs signal samples are generated with 100K events for all 

the three production mechanisms (gluon-gluon fusion , 

vector boson fusion ,W/Z associated production ) and then 

each sample is weighted according to their production cross 

sections. 

 
Process Cross section [fb] Weighted Events  Comment 

gg H ZZ 4mu 0.6617 198.51 Gluon gluon fusion 

pp H ZZ 4mu 0.07011 21.033 Vector boson fusion 

pp VH ZZ 4mu 0.02626 7.878 W/Z associated pro. 



H->ZZ*->4µ  
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Background samples 

 All processes give same final state of our signal 

 Irreducible  ZZ background  

Reducible background   
 reducible : Di-Bosons (WW/WZ),Z/W +jets, QCD with fake leptons  

 Zbb, tt with leptons from b hadrons decays  

We generated ZZ background as it is the dominant background 
and Di-bosons background, assuming small contribution from 
other background processes. 

We generated all Bkg samples with the same generation and  
simulation programs (MadGraph, PYTHIA, DELPHES) as 
higgs signal at LO accuracy.   
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Process Cross section [fb]   Weighted Events  Comment 

pp ZZ 4mu 6.018 1805.4 Excluding γ emission 

pp Zγ 4mu 8.991 2697.3 

pp WW 2mu 2nu 552.4 165720 WWTO2MU2NU 

pp WZ 3mu nu 53.97 16.191 WZTO3MUNU 

Muon selection  

 We applied the following cuts in the generation step for 

signal and Bkg.  

PT > 5 GeV 

ɳ < 2.7  

Δ R < 0.4 between any 2 muons 
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Event Selection  

The analysis strategy was set such that 

  First Z candidate selection:  a pair of muon candidates of 
opposite charge with reconstructed mass M1;2 closest to the 
nominal Z boson mass is retained and denoted Z1 (on shell mass). 

  Z1 mass cut : the selected pair should satisfy 40 < MZ1 < 120 
GeV/c2 

 Events with four or more muons are selected : Third and 
fourth muons candidate with oppositely charge are selected. 

  Z2 (Z1+ 2 muons): we build the second muon pair denoted Z2 
from the two opposite charge muons selected in the last step. 

  Missing transverse energy (MET):  MET<30  to suppress 

the contribution from WW/WZ and tt- to a level comparable to 
or below the contribution of the main background. 
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 Higgs phase space (4 µ space) : we build the higgs boson mass 

from the 4 µ phase space choice in the last steps. 

 Four muons mass cut: the four selected muons should satisfy 

95 <M4µ <135 GeV/c2. 

H->ZZ*->4µ  
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PT and ɳ distribution for Leading muon before any selection cuts 
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MZ1 after cut 40 < MZ1  < 120 GeV/c2  MZ2 after cut at least 4 muons 
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MET before any cut  

Cut : MET<30 

PT and ɳ distribution for Leading muon after all selection cuts 
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4µ mass after all cuts 

Z1 after all cuts 
Z2 after all cuts 
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Process ggH VBF VH ZZ/Zγ WW/WZ 

No. before any cut 198.51 21.033 7.878  4502.7  181911 

At least 2 muons   196.815 20.9255  7.878 4458.622  142354.266 

Closet to MZ 192.618 20.5896  7.6229 4367.877  140965.3064 

40<MZ1 < 120 176.952 19.144  7.00496 3927.8737  84055.75545 

At least 4 muons 126.9035 14.489  5.0157 2814.7989  10.0765 

METsum <30 126.22655 13.667  3.668 2809.3985  2.1048 

95<M4µ <135 125.657 13.6056 3.556 307.6041  0.16191 

No. of events after each selection cut  
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